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CHAPTER 1 

Water and Air Quality Management 





<> Applications of informatics in environment engineering and medicine 

MINIMIZING COSTS OF EMISSlON REDUCTION 
- A DYNAMlC PROGRAMMING APPROACH 

Piotr ROLNICKI, Andrzej KAŁUSZKO 
Systems Research Institute, Polish Academy of Sciences 
<holnicki@ibspan.waw.pl; kaluszko@ibspan.waw.pl> 

The paper deals with the problem of the efficient allocation of financial me ans 
to air pollution sources (mainly power and heating plants) located in a given 
region. The problem consists in minimization of the Junction, reflecting 
environmental losses due to air pollution, subject to costs constraints. 
Minimal value of the Junction can be achieved by optimal selection of the 
desulfurization technologies for each emission source, since the analysis is 
made on the example of sulfur oxides, which are the main air pollutants in 
Poland. Since both the number of emission sources and the number of 
desulfurization technologies are limited, the task belongs to a class of integer
type optimization problems. The full enumeration of all assignments of 
technologies to emission sources cannot be implemented due to the huge 
number of variables. The paper presents a dynamie programming method 
approach for solving the problem. The method was tested on the case of 
Silesia Region ( Poland) with the set of major power plants, and the number of 
desulfurization technologies. Solving the relaxation of the integer problem, 
using the classical continuous-type gradient optimization algorithm, assesses 
the quality of solutions given by the dynamie programming method. 

Keywords: Air pollution, emission reduction, dynamie programming. 

1. lntroduction 

Some parts of Poland belong to areas with the most polluted air in Europe. 
The main reason for that is of historical nature. The heavy industry plants (power 
and heating stations, steel works etc.) were located close to coal and lignite mines. 
They use much amounts of these fossils for steel, electricity and heat production. 
The side effect of buming big amounts of coal is the emission of sui fur dioxides, due 
to content of sulfur in both coal and lignite. Moreover, most of the equipment in the 
plants is in a very poor condition. So, the renovation and modemization of this 
sector and thus emission reduction is one of the important environmental tasks to be 
done in the near future. 

In order to modemize the industrial plants and to reduce emission one must 
spend means for it. The easiest approach is to distribute money for the ernission 
reduction in all the plants proportionally to their current ernission intensity. This 
solution, however, is not efficient. The impact of the source on the air quality is not 
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only the function of its emission intensity, but ais<;> the function of its location and 
weather conditions. So, the cost-effectiveness of emission reduction must be tak:en 
into account. To solve the problem one must use optimization techniques. 

The authors tried to elaborate the method for creating the regional-scale 
strategy for air pollution abatement. Regional-scale abatement strategy is dependent 
upon the criteria, how the environmental damage is evaluated. The main objective of 
the work consists in giving a decision-support tool that enables an analysis of cost
effectiveness and environmental impact related to emission reduction technologies. 

2. Problem statement 

We consider a region Q with N controllable emission sources. We assume 
to have M technologies for emission reduction, to be assigned to each source. Each 
technology is defined by both the effectiveness and the unit cost (consisting of 
investment and operational cost). Our goal is to allocate emission reduction 
technologies to all the sources in such a way, that the value of certain environmental 
damage index (the objective function) will be minimal subject to constraints on total 
costs. 

Let us denote: 

Q = Lx X LY - the area under consideration (rectangle), 

N - number of sources, 
M - number of available emission reduction technologies, 
C - constraint on total (investment and operational), year averaged costs, 
• 

u= [u1, u2, ... , uN ]- vector of emission volumes of controlled sources, 

• 

e = [e1, e2 , ••• , uM ]- effectiveness vector of emission reduction technologies, 

F = {fij}, 1::;; i ::;; N, 1 ::;; j ::;; M - matrix of abatement cost per unit emission, 

X = {xiJ}, 1::;; i::;; N, 1::;; j::;; M - "0-1" matrix of technology assignrnent (matrix of 

decision variables) to the sources. 

The environrnental cost function has the form: 

l (d) =½i w(x, y)[max(O,d (x,y) - d.d )] 2 dQ, (1) 

where 
w(x, y)- area sensitivity (weight) factor, 

dad - admissible concentration level. 
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The concentration forecast used in ( 1) is calculated according to the formula 

N 

where 
d0 (x, y)-

d(x,y)=d0 (x,y)+ LĄ(x,y)·u;, (x,y)e .Q 
i=I 

background concentration (impact of uncontrolled sources}, 

(2) 

A;(x, y)- transfer matrix (relation emission • concentration) for the i-th source. 

The unit transfer matrix Ą(x, y)-represents the contribution of the i-th 

source, referred to the unit emission intensity. All the matrices Ą(x, y); 

(i = l, ... , N) , for contro Ued sources are calculated off-line by the forecasting model. 

[n a similar way, the background pollution field d0 (x, y) is computed for 

uncontrolled, background emissions, including the inflow from the neighboring 
regions. The current emission intensity of the i-th source depends on the initial 

emission value - u? and the efficiency of the abatement technology applied, as 

shown below 

where 

M 

u; = u? L(l - ej)·xij, 
j=ł 

M 

L xii = I , xii e { O, I }, l ~ i ~ N 
j=ł 

u; - current emission intensity (volume) of the i-th source, 

u? - initial intensity of the i-th source. 

(3) 

The cost of emission reduction in each source consists of two components: 
investment cost and operational cost. Both investment and operational costs depend 
on the chosen abatement technology and on the parameters of the energy installation 
where this technology is to be utilized. Here we use a simplified approach, where the 
investment cost of the j-th abatement technology applied to the i-th emission source 
is calculated as annual cost, averaged over the entire amortization peńod. Thus, the 
total emission abatement cost per year, calculated as a sum of reduction costs in all 
the plants, is used to formulate the cost constraint 

N N M N M 

L c, =Lu~ L fii ·x,i =Lu~ LU,} + J,/ )·x,i ~ C, (4) 
i=l i= l J=l i=l j=I 

where 

fij - averaged annual total cost of the of j-th technology applied to the i-th source, 

J;) - averaged annual investment cost of the of j-th technology applied to the i-th 

source, 

J;J - annual operational cost of the of j-th technology applied to the i-th source. 
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Now we can formulate the following problem of allocation of emission 
reduction technologies to emission sources 

ALLOCATION PROBLEM (AP): Determine the set of emission reduction 
technologies 

M 

X· = { x; E { O, 1}: L x~ = 1, l $; i $; N, l $; j $; M } 
j=l 

in such a way that the environmental cost Junction (I) is minimized 

J ( d ( X ' ) ) • min 

subject to the total cost constraint 

Since the decision variables xij in the above stated AP can take only binary 

{O, l } values, the AP is of binary type. It is difficult to solve it by simple 

enumeration of the solutions, since there are MN possible combinations of 
solutions. 

3. lmplementation of the dynamie programming method 

The dynamie programming method, proposed by Bellman (Bellman, et al. 
1962) is suitable for a certain class of problems. Its main assumption is that the 
objective function has the form 

subject to 
p 

LV;=V 
i=l 

(5) 

(6) 

It means, that the function R(v1,v2 , ••• ,vP) is additive over the arguments 

v1, v2 , ... , v P • This is, however, not the case of AP. 

So, in order to use the dynamie programming method we must reformulate 
the original problem in such a way, that the new problem can be described as 
a minimization of the additive function. The first step is to define a new objective 
function 
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11 (d) = ½ ,b w(x, y)d (x,y)d.Q (7) 

Function J I is additive over the decision variables X;j, determining the 

concentrations d (x, y), since the concentration d (x, y) in the receptor element 

(site) (x, y) is simply the sum of the concentration contributions of each ernission 

source. 

Function J I can be rewritten as 

(8) 

where 

d;(x,y)=d0 (x,y)+Ą(x,y)·u;, (x,y)Eil l~i~N 

is the share of the i-th source in the concentration in the site (x, y). 

The algorithm used for rninirnizing the function J I consists in the following steps. 

STEP l. 
Divide the whole available resources (funds, which must be not greater than C) in 
L + l levels, O= z0 < z1 < z2 < ... <ZL = C . 

STEP2. 
For the first source, determine the technology, which yields the best result, i.e. the 
minimal concentration in the who le region n , due to this source, for each level z j, 

l= l, 2, ... , Land save the results. 

STEP3. 
If the list of the sources is completed - STOP. The best sequence obtained in step 4 
is optimal. Otherwise, consider the next source. 

STEP4. 
Take the sequential resource levels z j , l= O, l, 2, ... , L and for each level create the 

list of all possible splits of the available resources: (O, z1), (J, zrl), ... (Z1, O). For 
each split assign the left part to the current source and the right to sources already 
evaluated. For each level z j choose the best sequence of technologies for all the 

sources already considered, including the current source. Save the results (sequences 
of technologies) for each resource level. Go to step 3. 

-The algorithm described above gives the minimal value of the function h 
We must remember that our goal consists in rninirnizing the function J, and not 11• 
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It is obvious, that for the function 11 meaningful is only the whole volume of the 
concentration in the region Q , regardless how the concentration is distributed over 
the receptor points (x, y). This is not the case for the function J. It matters how the 

concentration is distributed. We pay more for the peaks, since the value of the 
function J is proportional to the 2nd power of concentration. This leads to the need of 
modification of the algorithm described above. The idea is to assign weights 
(importance coefficients) a to each emission source. The coefficient a; for the i-th 
source is the sum of products of shares in the concentrations for the i-th source and 
the volumes of concentrations in the sites (x, y). 

a;= fad;(x,y)·d(x,y)d.Q (9) 

This modification, i.e. using the dynamie programming method with 
weighted sources allows us to take into account the peaks of concentrations and then 
to obtain results closer to those, when the function 1 is to be minimized. 

4. Case study analysis 

The dynamie programming method was applied in the real-data case for 
selection of desulfurization technologies in the major power plants of the industrial 
Upper Silesia Region. The region is characterized by high concentration of heavy 
industry and the energy sector installations. 

The domain considered is a rectangle area 110 km x 76km. In this area 20 
major power plants were selected and considered as the controlled sources. 
Moreover, certain number of medium and small industrial sources constitutes 
a background emission field. 

In the example presented, 8 desulfurization technologies are taken into 
account (5 basie technologies and 3 combined). The technologies and the their 
emission reduction efficiencies are as follows: 

• "do nothing" technology (e = O) , 

• low-sulfur fuel (e = 0.30) , 

• dry desulfurization method (e = 0.35), 

• low-sulfur fuel + dry desulfurization method (e = 0.545), 

• half-dry desulfurization method (e = 0.75), 

• low-sulfur fuel + half-dry desulfurization method (e = 0.825), 

• MOW AP method (e = 0.85), 

• low-sulfur fuel + MOW AP method (e = 0.895). 
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The annual unit concentration maps for the controlled sources (the transfer 
matrices Ą (x, y), i = 1, ... , N) are preprocessed off-line by the regional-scale 

forecasting model REGFOR3 defined in (Holnicki et all, 1994). This is a dynamical, 
single-layer model that uses the set of meteorological input data for the period of 
simulation (time-discretization step is 12 hrs). The same technique is used for 
generating a background concentration field for intermediate point and area sources. 
Computations were performed for one representative year, where a sequence of 
meteorological data with 12-hrs time resolution was applied. 

The method was tested for three levels of the total cost constraint, with 50 
different data sets each. In order to have a tool for assessment of the quality of the 
solutions given by the dynamie programming method, another approach was used. 
Its idea consists in formulation the main task as the respective continuous problem, 
where the decision variables can take continuous values X;i E (0,1). Such 

a continuous solution (Pshenitschny, 1983) is used as a reference base for evaluation 
of accuracy of the dynamie programming algorithm. The comparison of the 
achieved results (quality index shown in % ), given as the ratio of value of the 
function J, obtained by the dynamie programming and the value of the function J 
obtained by the continuous method, is presented in Figures 1 - 3. 

As one can observe in the figures, the dynamie programming method gives 
results, which quality varies from case to case and on the average are worse 
approximately 3.5 - 4% than those obtained via continuous method. Its main 
advantage is that the run time is proportional to the product of the 2nd power of the 
number of resource levels Land to the number of emission sources N. 

The tests of the dynamie programming method, made on three data sets and 
the experience coming out of these tests, lead to conclusion, that the quality index of 
the solutions must be improved. It can be done by better calculation of the 
concentration coefficients a.1, what will be investigated as the next step of the 
research. 
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mean value (3.7%) cost constralnt C =100 unlts 
10% +------------------------------

"'ł----------~------.-------J-1~,1-------------------j 

""'..._ ___________________ ..._ ___________ __. 

3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 X1 29 31 33 35 Y7 39 41 43 45 47 49 

Figure 1. Quality index of the dynamie programming method for the eost eonstraint 
le vel 100 units. 

8% ,----------------------------------, 

mean value (4.0o/o) coat constraint C = 150 unita 

'" 
no of data set 

""' ..... --------------------------------~ 
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 51 

Figure 2. Quality index of the dynamie programming method for the eost eonstraint 
level 150 units . 
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'" ~-------------------------...,..,-----, 
mean value (3.6%) cost constralnt C =200 unlts 

1" 1------------ - ------ - --.-------------• 

'" l--- ----------------- •--------~ --- ,1------- 1-----1 

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 I li 101112131415 Hl 1718192021222324 25 2ti 2728 29 30 313233 34 :3536 3738 3940 414243 4445 46 47 48 49 50 51 

Figure 3. Quality index: of the dynamie programming rnethod for the cost constraint 
level 200 units . 
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